EL ROLLO FLAT TRACK
You want to register to the saturday June 15th 2019 EL ROLLO FLAT TRACK, carefully
read these informations. The full rules of the race will be communicated to you at the time
of registration.
1/4 mile Short track which is more or less equivalent to a 400 meter oval shape dirt
track.
We will select about 120 riders, and we do reserve the right to access.
If you want to participate, we must necessarily take the licences (RFME/FIM) for the day
and insure you (the rates will be communicated at the same time as the registrations).
To do so, we need your information appearing on your passport about you and your
motorcycle.
These informations will be requested subsequently by the Flygroup organizer
ww@flygroupnet.com
- Name
- First

name
of Birth
- Place of Birth
- Address
- Passport Number
- Motorcycle Identification
- Brand
- Cylinder
- Year
- Date

You are then welcome to make your own way to the Lasarte Oria racetrack near SanSebastian in Spain, and present you to the Paddock to meet with the organizers (Flygroup
ask for MATTIN or PATXI) for the briefing and technical control which will occur from
9hAM to 10hAM precise time, before the public arrival. See the link below for the site
map :
https://goo.gl/maps/hu26JcnqNfH2
Once arrived at the racetrack, you will need to unload your motorcycle and your equipment,
put it in the paddock and park your vehicle in the dedicated area.
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IMPORTANT
Specific equipment must be worn and must correspond to following specifications :
-

Approved jet or full-face helmet (Dot, Snell, etc)
Pants/jacket/leather suit/cordura
Boots (no flip flops or Vans or below the ankle shoes) - Specific gloves (rigid back
protections are welcome)

The motorcycle must be completed with an accessible kill key and a fuel closing valve. All
fuels are allowed, specific fuels must be declared.
Thanks
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